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The Zeeman components of several rotational transitions of nitrogen dioxide have been observed in
absorption using the 311 and 337 pm lines of an HCN laser as a source. The Zeeman components of four
rotational trans‘tions (two a t 311 pm and two a t 337 pm) have been assigned. Two components of the
I: tensor have been determined from the spectrum by least square fitting. The anisotropic component
(aa),Cs), obtained as -0.010, agrees well with that predicted from theory, but the isotropic component
(0)s(s), obtained as 2.013, does not agree satisfactorily with theoretical prediction or with solid phase
measurements both of which Pive 1.9997. The rotational frequencies of the four transitions have also been
obtained.

INTRODUCTION

assignment of the spectra reported here which arise
from low N rotational states quite easy.
From analysis of the spectrum, information concerning the Zeeman Hamiltonian may be obtained. This
work is a report of the observation, assignment, and
analysis of this spectrum of NOz with a view towards
determining as many constants of the Zeeman Hamiltonian as possible.

In laser magnetic resonance spectroscopy the absorption of energy from a laser source is observed when
the Zeeman components of a rotational (or in some
cases vibrational) transition are swept over the laser
frequency by varying the magnetic field in which the
sample is placed. Laser magnetic resonance spectroscopy has been used to study 0 2 , l OH: CH,3 and NO!
This work is concerned with the paramagnetic asymEXPERIMENTAL
metric rotor, NOz.
The rotational spectrum of NO:! has been studied
The laser magnetic resonance spectrometer is shown
previously?-” The hyperfine coupling constants, mo- in Fig. 1. The laser oscillates between mirrors C and D
lecular structure, and dipole moment were accurately and is divided into two parts with the dielectric beam
determined. Reasonably good values of the centrifugal splitter. A valve (not shown) permits the connection of
distortion constants have been obtained. From these both sides for simultaneous evacuation in order to
studies it is possible to predict quite accurately the protect the beam splitter. The beam splitter can be
laser Zeeman spectrum. Such predictions have made the rotated from the Brewster angle to increase the cou-
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TABLE
I. Carefully measured Zeeman components.
floh-Hoalo

Assignmenta

(G)

First
least
squares

Second
least
squares

M+M’

i4’

Field
(G )

-11/2+11/2
- 13/2+- 13/2
- 15/2+- 15/2
-9/2+-11/2
- 13/2+- 15/2
- 15/2+- 17/2

144
1-5
1-5
1-+4
2+5
1-3

1011.6
1 058.8
1 107.1
1 008.3
1 104.3
1 185.0

-0.2
-0.3
-0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3

-0.4
-0.2
0.1
-0.7
-0.3
1.4

5/2+5/2
- 15/2-+- 15/2
15/2+17/2
3/2+5/2
3/2+1/2
-5/2+-7/2
- 13/2+- 15/2
- 13/2-+- 15/2
- 13/2+- 15/2
- 17/2+- 19/2

244
246
1+5
2+6
2+6
1-4
144

1 698.5
2 115.3
1 469.0
1 689.2b
1 745.3b
1914.5
2 091.4
2 099.2
2 105.0
2 204.6

-0.5
-0.2
-0.0

-0.1
0.0
-0.0

-0.0
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.4

-0.1
-0.4
-0.0
0.2
0.3

+o.

337 p
71.1‘82.6

AM=O

AM=fl

81,1+92.8
AM=O
AM=fl

2-4
3+6
1+3

Unassigned
AM=O

1291.1
1 442.9

311 p
7ze63.3

AM=fl
62,4453.3

AM=fl

7/ 2+5/ 2
- 11/2+- 9/2

5+2
5-2

2 746.2
4 604.0

5.0
-5.1

-5/2+-3/2
- 11/2+ -9/2

2+5
244

5 394.4
6 651.8

6.7
-7.0

Unassigned
AM=O

AM=fl

10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11

1

-0.1

+o. 1
-0.1

184.2
481.1
838.7
261.1
645.9
114.4
199.8
722.3

* The quantum number i, designates which level of given M is referred to. The energy levels of given M are arranged in order of
increasing energy with lowest energy having i= 1.
There are several lines with comparable intensity at this field. These lines were omitted from the fitting.

pling to the laser cavity. Standard quartz window
Golay cells were used for the two detectors. Detector A
was used to set the laser to the center of the laser line,
and detector B fed the amplifier synchronized with the
modulation coil. Full laser output of several milliwatts
was incident on detector B. A 15 in. magnet with 53 in.
Rose shimmed pole tips was used; it permitted fields
to 23.5 kG. The modulation coil was driven a t 83 Hz
with an amplitude of 1.3 G. The magnetic field was
precisely measured with an NMR gaussmeter and pre-

cision frequency counter. The field was measured simultaneously with the recording of the spectra by placing
the NMR probe outside the sample tube adjacent to
the pole cap of the magnet. A correction for the difference between the magnetic field a t the position of the
NMR probe and the field at the sample position was
then made to the data. The previously measured frequencies of the 337 and 311 pm lines were 890 760.7 and
964313.4 MHz.’*
The NO2 resonance was observed at pressures of ap-
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FIG. 1. Diagram of the laser magnetic resonance apparatus. The laser
cavity is formed by mirrors C and D.
The sample (in this case N o t ) is
confined to the vacuum chamber t o
the left of the beam splitter. The
laser discharge is to the right of the
heam splitter.

LASER DISCHARGE TUBE
(50-mm diam)

proximately 5 torr. A t these pressures the Zeeman
components observed were not appreciably power
saturated and the linewidths were approximately 1 G.
The laser radiation is polarized by the beam splitter
and the orientation of the plane of polarization could
be made either perpendicular or parallel to the magnetic
field H o by rotating the entire beam splitter assembly
about the laser axis.
OBSERVATIONS

measured carefully for a number of lines. These are
reported in Table I.

THEORY
The theory of the hyperfine splittings of asymmetric
rotors with an odd number of electrons has been discussed by several authors.13J4The Zeeman effect of the
similar molecule Clot has been observed and ana1~zed.l~
Because the Zeeman effect of ClOx was observed only
a t very low fields (-10 G), the Zeeman Hamiltonian
could be much simplified. For the large fields used here
it seems most appropriate to write down a relatively
complete Zeeman Hamiltonian and then to decide
which terms may affect the spectrum.
Accordingly we write

The observed transitions are electric dipole transitions and therefore the parallel transitions (AMF= 0 )
are found for the laser electric field E,, parallel to the
Zeeman field Ho. For the perpendicular orientation the
selection rules are, of course, AMF= =El.
Confirmation of the electric dipole nature of the transitions is given by the observation that there are more
is the rotational Hamiltonian and would
lines observed when the electric field of the laser radi- where
include
the
effects
of centrifugal distortion as well as
ation is perpendicular to Zeeman field than when it is
the
rigid
rotor,
8,
is
the hyperfine Hamiltonian which
parallel [e.g., see Fig. 2(b)]. This is expected for electric
is already well known.gl?.~
is the Zeeman Hamiltonian
dipole transitions because E,I Ho corresponds to
and
has
the
form
A M = f l , and E, I( Ho corresponds to AM=O. For
magnetic dipole transitions H a l Ho corresponds to
Az=@ , + i i N + f i r > . H - + H . ~ . H , (21
AM = f1 and H , I I HOcorresponds to M =0.
The observed spectra are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In where H is the applied magnetic field, HSdescribes the
Fig. 2 (a), a wide scan of the field is used so that a gen- interaction of the electron spin with the field, HN deeral impression of the spectra can be formed. As can scribes the interactio? of the rotational magnetic mobe seen, the spectra generally consist of groups of lines. ment with the field, H I describes the interaction of the
Each group corresponds to a rotational transition. Ro- nuclear spin of 14Nwith the field, and 2 is the diamagtational quantum numbers have been assigned to four netic susceptibility tensor (see Huttner, Lo, and
low N transitions and are indicated on Fig. 2(a). The Flygarel6 for a treatment of 2)
only absorption observed but not shown on Fig. 2(a)
was observed a t just above 10 kG a t 311 pm and is
H s .= ~
p B ~ . i ( m.H,
(3)
shown on an expanded field scale in Fig. 2(b). The
region between 0 and 2.5 kG a t 337 pm was also reH
, H = -pNN.i ( N ).H,
(4)
corded on an expanded scale and is shown in Figs. 3 (a)
and 3 (b) .As can be seen a wealth of hyperfine structure
H r H = -pNgr (i.H) ,
(5)
can be resolved.
The magnetic field a t the absorption center was where ~ C ( Bis the Bohr magneton, p~ is the nuclear mag-

.
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11. Approximate contributions of terms of the Zeeman
Hamiltonians.

Parameter

Approximate
magnitude of
parameter
MHz/G

Approximate Apparent shift
contribution to
in field a t
energy in MHz which transition
( a t loo0 G)
occurs in G

2.8
0.01
0.01
0.001
0.001
0.001

o.oO05
10-8

a

COMPUTATION

Before attempting to determine gcs) it is necessary
to assign the observed spectrum. From Table I1 it can
be concluded that this may be done using the simple
Zeeman Hamiltonian
Hz=

...

2800
10
10
1
1
1

SPECTRUM PREDICTION

2 p (3.H).
~

(9)

Accordingly, a computer program was written to

4
4
0.4
0.4
0.4

0.5

OC

0.01

4 X 10-

MHZ/(G)~
Crudely estimated as 1WXfirst column. For X ; lObXfirst
column.
For all the transitions observed AMr=O and gr cancels out
in frequency.
a

neton, and gr is the nuclear g factor of 14N.The quantities isand iNare the electron spin and rotational g
tensors, respectively.
'
The two g tensors isand iNmay be further reduced
into an isotropic and a quadrupolar part. Thus in the
principal axis system of the molecule
H s -H = p { ~( 0 )

+

(S-H) (aa),(')S'Sa

+ (bb),(s)&?b+
HN.H= -

( C C ) , ( ~ ) ~ ~ ~ (6)
~ ) ,

p ~ (( 0 ) g ( N ) ( N . H ) + ( a a ) , ( N ) ~ ~ =

+ ( b b ) , " ) ~ ~ * + ( c c ) , ( N ) ~ , ~ , (] 7, )
with the requirements

( a a ),(S)

+ ( b b ) + (cc)
,(SI

,(S) = 0,

(Sa)
105

(aa),'"+

(bb)"("+ ( c c ) , ( N ) = O .

(8b)

The
tensor may be estimated from the spin rotation coupling c~nstants.~J'
Having written down a fairly complete Zeeman
Hamiltonian, it now is time to consider the magnitude
of the various terms. A very crude estimate of the contribution of each term is given in Table 11. The ultimate purpose is to decide which terms of the Zeeman
Hamiltonian Eq. (2) can be determined from the laser
Zeeman spectrum. On considering Table I1 it appears
impossible to determine x and gr and probably quite
difficult to determine g(N). From Table I1 it appears
possible to determine g('). This question must be considered more carefully later in the analysis oi the observations.

110
KILOGAUSS

115

120

( b)

FIG.2. (a) Observed laser Zeeman spectra of NO*. The upper
two traces show the observed absorptions (first derivative display) when the laser is tuned to 337 pm (890 760.7 MHz).
The lower two traces show the observed absorption when the
laser is tuned to 311 pm (964313.4 MHz). At each frequency
the upper trace corresponds to the electric vector of the plane
polarized radiation parallel to the magnetic field (AM=O selection rules) and the bottom trace to laser electric vector perpendicular to the magnetic field (AM=&l selection rules). The only
strong absorption system observed but not shown in this figure
is found just above 10 kG at 311 pm and is shown on an expanded
scale in Fig. 2(b). The rotational quantum numbers of the
absorption systems assigned are shown with field region of the
system indicated. (b) A high field absorption system of NO,
a t 311 pm. The observation of a t least 26 triplets in the parallel
spectrum indicates that one N value is at least 13. The observation of 58 triplets (some unresolved) in the perpendicular transition indicates the smaller N value is at least 14. No rotational
assignment has been made of this system.
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TABLE
111. Predicted rotational transitions near the HCN laser
lines (MHz).
____

Transition

yo a

979
954
950
939
982
970
945
956
996
960

Avd

336.0
200.0
195.4
919.6
619.5
475.1
911.0
954.8
833.7
834.1

-4 836.7
-4 802.6
-954.3
-933.2
-865.9
-10 753.8
-10 514.8
-228.8
-355.2
-698.9

893 154.3
895 856.4

- 1 015.4
-991.1

Using the centrifugal distortion constants of Ref. 5.
v0 including centrifugal distortion minus v0 from the rigid

rotor.

calculate the Zeeman spectrum of NOz. The program
was organized in the following way. The input data consisted of the rotational constants, hyperfine coupling
constants, rotational quantum numbers, central magnetic field Ho, a magnetic field interval AH, and the
laser frequency18VL. The first step was the calculation
of the energy levels of both rotational levels involved
in the transition a t Ho-AH, Ho,
and Ho+AH.
I n the calculation of the energy levels the problem
was set up in the Wang basis (i.e., rotational wavefunctions of the correct symmetry for the asymmetric
rotor, but appropriate to K = - 1). The coupling scheme
used (which is irrelevant to the results) was I NK-K+,
S, J , I , F, M P ) .The quantum numbers J and F are not
even approximately good quantum numbers. The only
matrix elements off-diagonal in NK-K+ included in a
Van Vleck perturbation were

diagonalized. The transformations that diagonalize
the Hamiltonian matrices were saved.
Next the direction cosine matrices between the two
rotational levels involved were computed. These were
set up in the I .VK-K+,S, J , I , F , M F )basis and transformed to the energy basis by the saved transformations.
The absorption intensity is proportional to the direction cosine matrix elements squared. Therefore the
next step in the calculation was to search each direction
cosine matrix a t the central field HO ( (MF I Asb I M F )
for parallel selection rules, (MpI A=* I MF) for perpendicular selection rules) for elements larger in magnitude than a certain critical value. When such elements were found the frequency of the corresponding
transition was computed and compared to a frequency
interval (previously decided upon) about the laser
frequency. If the transition frequency is in the interval,
the magnetic field H a t which the transition frequency
equals the laser frequency was computed by quadratic
interpolation using the frequencies a t the three fields
Ho-AH, Ho, and H o + A H . The intensity a t the resulting field was then computed by a similar quadratic
interpolation.

ASSIGNMENT OF THE SPECTRA

The first step in the assignment of the spectra was
the prediction of the rotational transitions of NO, in
the neighborhood of each laser line. For this purpose
the rigid rotor approximation was made. The next step
was the computation of the frequencies of likely rotational transitions including the effects of centrifugal
distortion. The results of these calculations are shown
in Table 111. As can be seen the centrifugal distortion
correction can be quite large.
From the results shown in Table 111 it seemed likely
that the low field transitions ( 5 W 1 1 0 0 G) a t 337 pm
arose from the 717--1826transition, while those around
1900 G could still be part of 717+826 or could arise from
817+92;1. The lines between 2500 and 6500 G a t 311 pm
(ivrcs+, J=N+1/2, I,F , M F I I ( N + ~ ) K - K + * ,
could arise from either or both of the 726-+633 and
&4--+533.These results were verified with further calJ=N+1/2, I,F , MF),
culation
using the spectrum computation program
and
described above, and are shown summarized in Fig. 3.
(NK-K+,S, J = N - 1 / 2 , I, F , M F I H I ( N - ~ ) K - K + ,S,
,
The spectrum prediction computations show that the
absorptions between 2500 and 6500 G a t 311 pm arise
J = N - 1/2, I , F , M F ) .
from both the 726+633 and the 624433 with the lower
These same elements were considered in the original field absorptions belonging to 726-+633and the higher
treatment of N02.6
field belonging to 6,4-+S33. The two systems overlap
It was found that inclusion of all terms off-diagonal around 4000 G. The strong absorptions left unaccounted
in NK-K+in a Van Vleck perturbation (as was done in for by these four rotational assignments are a number
later work on NOZ9)required an inordinate amount of of lines mixed in with the 8174928 around 1400 G a t
computer time. Note that the second order effects of 337 pm, the system between 4 and 6 k G a t 337 pm,
rotational asymmetry are not included.
the system between 0.7 and 3.2 k G a t 311 pm, and the
I n the energy calculation the fact that M F is a good beautiful system just above 10 kG a t 311 pm. This
quantum number was used. Each Hamiltonian matrix latter system must have the larger N 2 13 because there
for a given rotational level and M F was set up and are a t least 26 triplets in the AM=O spectrum. No

s,

s,
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TABLE
IV. Expected values of parameters from previous work and results of least square fitting.

__

Uncertainty in previous
value used in diagnostic
least squares

Parameter

Previous value

Electron spin"
(0)*(5)

1,9997"
-0.0087d

(aa)u(5)
(cc) (3)

0.006Sd

Rotational g-tensorL1
(0)u ( N )
(aa)" ( N )

0
0

( 6 6 ) ,,EN)

0

First least
squares

Second least
squares

0.0007
0.0007
0,0007

0.007
0.007

1.4

1.4

1.4
1.4

1.4

0.007

1.4

Results of fitting

First least
squares

...r

...
...

-0.9'
+O. 5'
-1.1'

Second least
squares

2.013
-0.010
0.0025

-0.0
-0.2
+0.3

Second least
squares
uncertainty

0.002
0.003
0.006

1
0.8
0.7

Rotor frequencies"
4.4'53.3

72.6-63

3

7I,l482,6

8r.7499,s

979
954
893
895

336.OC

200,Oc
154.2~
856.40

200
200
200
200

200
200
200
200

979 230.3
954 047.2
893 209.1
895 928.6
First least
squares
146..

979 351.7
953 981.2
893 232.1
895 962.6

20
10

2.5

5

Second least
squares
3.1.

In units of the Bohr magneton.
I n units of the nuclear magneton (p.y=pB/1836).
I n megahertz.
d As quoted in Kef. 6.
e Calculated from the rotational and centrifugal distortion constants of Kef. 6.
' These parameters are not really determined in this fit.
a

t~

= (G)2.
obvious candidate appears. Because the computational The electric dipole selection rules become AMs = 0 and
time required for high N transitions is very large, no the electric dipole allowed transition frequencies do
Zeeman spectrum predictions were attempted to search not vary with the field so that no laser magnetic resofor an assignment of this system or the other unassigned nance spectrum is observable.
Before concluding from the above argument that the
systems.
The comparisons of the predicted and observed electric dipole transitions can not be observed and the
spectra are shown in Fig. 3 . In making a predicted ro- assignments arrived a t must be nonsense, it is prudent
tational transition correspond to the above spectrum, to examine the selection rules for magnetic dipole tranthe only parameter adjusted was the rotor frequency. sitions. The intensity of magnetic dipole transitions beThese adjustments could be as great as 200 MHz in- tween two levels is proportional to the square of the
dicating a considerable uncertainty in the centrifugal magnetic dipole moment matrix element between the
distortion shifts. From Fig. 3 it is clear that there can two levels. From Eq. (2) the magnetic dipole moment
operator can bz see? to be tke sum of three_terms corbe little doubt about the assignments.
responding to Hs, HN, %ndHI, However, Hs is about
SELECTION RULES FOR THE TRANSITIONS
2000 times larger than HN or Hr and it seems unlikely
that transitions which are allowed by matrix elements
It may be surprising that these transitions have been
of HN (or HI) will be strong enough to be observed.
identified as electric dipole transitions. It is well known
The selection rules for Hs in the completely uncoupled
that decoupling of the angular momentum occurs in
scheme are AN = 0, AK- = 0, AK+ = 0, AMN = 0,
strong magnetic fields and that the appropriate basis
AMs = f1. Thus only transitions between the Zeeman
set is I NR-K+MivSMsIMr). The Zeeman term then
components of a single rotational level are allowed and
becomes
such transitions could not be found a t frequencies as
high as 800 GHz.
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We are convinced that the transitions observed here
are electric dipole allowed and have AMs= f1. This
is possible because decoupling is not complete due to
the large value of the spin rotation interaction ( A 8 =
5.46 GHz) . The transition frequency, therefore, will
depend on magnetic field and laser magnetic resonance
with electric dipole selection rules is possible.

respect to the various Zeeman Hamiltonian parameters
and a vector of Hobs-Hoatc where HcalC is calculated
from a set of initial values of the parameters. The
derivatives of H with respect to the parameters were
obtained by calculating the transition frequency and
its derivatives a t the observed value of H using the
same approach as in the spectrum prediction calculations. The implicit function theorem was then used to
evaluate derivatives of H

FITTING THE SPECTRUM

As was mentioned previously, the magnetic field
was measured accurately for several of the Zeeman
components. These measurements along with the assignments are listed in Table I.
It is of interest to see if the spectrum can be fitted
with the Zeeman Hamiltonian Eq. (2), and to determine as many of the constants in the Hamiltonian as
possible. From Table I1 it is clear that a t most only
H s and HN should be needed to fit the spectrum. This
means that there is some hope of determining the first
sis parameters listed in Table 11. Since the rotor frequency of each rotational transition is to be adjusted
and there are four rotational transitions, the spectrum
is to be fitted with ten parameters. With so few observations to be fitted by so many parameters, it appears dubious that the parameters will be well determined.
In order to study the behavior of the least squares
process, a method called diagnostic least squares was
emp10yed.l~In this procedure, before the fitting is attempted each parameter is assigned a guessed value
and an uncertainty based on physical intuition. In a
very crude sense what takes place is that no change is
made in a parameter in the fitting process unless the
parameter is better determined by the data being fitted
than by the original guess. If the parameter is changed
its new value is completely determined by the data.
The actual meaning of the fitting process has been discussed e1~ewhere.l~
In Table IV the guessed values of
the ten parameters and their uncertainties are listed.
The relatively large uncertainties of 200 MHz in the
rotor frequencies were chosen because the low J line
202-+111 was off 31 MHz from the centrifugal distortion
prediction? For the components of the gcs) tensor the
uncertainty should be fairly small (-0.0007) because
the electron spin resonance of NO2 has been observed
in radiation damaged NaNOa20and is in good agreement
with theory>J7
I n the least squares the field H , a t which a particular
transition is observed, is considered to be a function
of (o)o(s),( U U ) , ( S ) , (CC),(S), (O),("), ((la),"), (CC),(",
and vo (the frequency of the particular rotational transition). The nonlinearity of the dependence of H on
these parameters is removed by the usual technique of
Taylor series expansion so that what is required as,
input to the least squares procedure is a matrix of derivatives of the various magnetic field values with
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The fact that the Zeeman Hamiltonian is homogeneous
of order 1 in H , allowed the calculation of the derivative of the frequency with respect to H from

The quantities Hobs-Hcalc were obtained from
Hoba-HCalr=

- (VL-Vcalr)

(av/aH)-l.

(13)

When the guesses of Table IV are used in diagnostic
least squares fit of the data of Table I, it is found that
six of the ten parameters should be better determined
by the data than by the guesses. These parameters are
the four rotor frequencies and two of three possible
linear combinations of the rotational g tensor components. However, the fit is very poor,

c

I

(Hobs-HcaIc)'=

146(G)'.

In other words the guesses of Table IV are incompatible with the observed spectrum, unless there are
errors of several gauss in the field measurements.
A second least squares was carried out increasing the
uncertainty in the electron spin g tensor by a factor
of 10. The diagnostic least squares results indicate that
eight of the ten parameters are now better determined
by the data than by the guesses. The two undetermined
linear combinations of parameters are primarily (cc) ,()'
and ( 0 ) g ( Nalthough
)
(uu),(") and
are poorly
determined. The fit is much better,
(Hobs-Hcatc)'=
3.1 ( G)2. The parameters resulting from the fitting
are given in Table IV.
The principal change in going from the first fit to
the second is that (0),(s) increases by 0.015. The
Hobs-Hcalc for both fits are reported in Table I. Looking a t these numbers it is clear that there appears to be
something wrong with the field scale in the first least
squares or alternatively (0),(s). Experimental checks
of the field measurement have been made and no source
of ,systematic error in the field scale can be found.
-'. On the other hand no reason for a large change in the
isotropic part of the g tensor on going from the solid
phase to the gas phase has been found. Possibly a

..
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dependence of A , on K could result in an apparent
increase in (O),(".
The anisotropic component ( a a )g(s), as determined
by the second fit, has essentially the same value as in
the solid phase.
CENTRIFUGAL DISTORTION
The previous work on N0,'jb9 resulted in the determination of seven rotor frequencies for l4NI6Oa.The
four rotor frequencies determined here give a total of
11 rotor frequencies which can be fitted with rotational
and centrifugal distortion constants. There are three
rotational constants, five fourth order centrifugal distortion constants, and seven sixth order centrifugal
distortion constants, a total of fifteen parameters, to
be determined. Further it is possible that one or more
eighth order centrifugal distortion constants are important. There seems little hope of significantly improving the centrifugal distortion treatment by including the additional four rotor frequencies.

the number of accurately known rotor frequencies for
I4Nl6O2to 11. This is still an insufficient number to determine the centrifugal distortion constants.
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SUMMARY
Laser magnetic resonance spectra of NO2 have been
observed using the 311 and 337 pm HCN laser lines as
the source. Hqperfine components of four rotational
transitions have been assigned. Although the qualitative agreement between the observed and predicted
spectra is excellent, the value of the isotropic electron
spin g factor required to fit the data quantitatively is
significantly larger than that found in the solid state.
The anisotropic electron spin g factor which is deterniined agrees well with that found in the solid state.
The four additional rotor frequencies obtained increase
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